
The Einhell TC-TS 2025/1 UA bench-type circular saw is a high-performance tool for performing precise and flexible work. Exact longitudinal cuts and

angle cuts in solid wood, fiberboard and similar materials are all possible thanks to the various adjustment facilities. The main table is made of

aluminium and has guide rails. The work area can be extended to the right and left and back. A parallel stop and an angle stop for miter cuts in the +/-

60 degrees range, plus a saw blade guard with a chip extraction system and the facility for winding up the cable are further advantages. Complete with

a holder for the tools included in delivery, a carbide-tipped precision saw blade and a push stick with holder.

Table Saw

TC-TS 2025/1 UA
Item No.: 4340525

Ident No.: 11027

Bar Code: 4006825615661

Features & Benefits
2 in 1 saw blade adjustment (height, angle 0°-45°)-

Main table out of aluminum-

Cross stop with angle scale (+/- 60°)-

Left and right table extension for bigger workpieces-

Extension of the table on the back side for longer workpieces-

Parallel stop with eccentric clamp-

Housing with chip extractor connection for a clean workplace-

Saw blade guards with chip extractor connection-

Includes base frame for stability stood-

Housing including holder to wrap the power cord and tool deposit-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 220-240 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 1800 W

- Max. power (S6 | S6%) 2000 W  |  25 %

- Idle speed 5000 min^-1

- Saw blade Ø250  x  ø30 mm

- Number of saw teeth 24 Pieces

- Swiveling range of saw blade 45 °

- Max. cutting height at 45° 65 mm

- Max. cutting height at 90° 85 mm

- Height adjustment continuous 0-85 mm

- Diameter of suction adapter 36 mm

- Working height 850 mm

- Size of working table 642  x  487 mm

- Table broadening left 642  x  225 mm

- Table broadening right 642  x  225 mm

- Table length extension back side 487  x  220 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 20 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 22.95 kg

- Pieces per export carton 1 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 22.45 kg

- Dimensions export carton 715 x 560 x 330 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 219 | 458 | 512
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Available as special accessories

HM-saw blade 250x30x3.2mm 24t
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4311110
Bar Code: 4006825431223
Einhell Grey

HM-saw blade 250x30x3.2mm 48t
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4311111
Bar Code: 4006825431230
Einhell Grey

HM-sawblade set 250x30x3.0  AK
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502133
Bar Code: 4006825534276
Einhell Grey

HM-sawblade set 250mm 2pcs.
AK
Stationary Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502129
Bar Code: 4006825617429
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